CRJ 700 Safety Instructions
Operated by: GoJet
Emergency Landing
Water Landing
Seat Belt
Oxygen
No smoking
No Carry-Ons
Assess outside
A child occupying an approved device should be braced according to the manufacturers
instructions.
Or
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1, 2, 3, 4
OPEN If thick smoke, fire, metal debris or obstructions are visible, or if the water level is
above the sill of an exit, DO NOT OPEN. Redirect passengers to other usable exits.
OPEN
B, A, C, C
Follow lights to exits
Suivez les lampes vers la sortie.
Siga las luces hasta la salida.
OK; A 1, 2, 3, 4
OK: B 1, 2, 3, 4
OK: C 1, 2, 3, 4
Taxi, Take-off, & Landing
Décollage et atterrissage
Al salir y aterrizar
Seat Belt
Ceinture de Sécurité
Cinturon de Seguridad

No Smoking
Défense de fumer
No fumar
Water Landing
Amerrissage
Amaraje
Fasten your seatbelt when the 'Seat Belt' sign is lighted. Keep your seatbelt on while
seated.
OPEN 1, 2
B, A, C, C
No smoking at any time on board this aircraft. Federal law prohibits tampering with the
smoke alarm.
Interdiction permanente de fumer à bord de cet avion. La loi fédérale défend de toucher
à l'avertisseur defumée.
No fumar en ningun momento a bordo de este avion. La ley Federal prohibe el
entremeterse con las alarmas de humo.
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All passengers must follow these instructions, all placarded and lighted signs, and oral
directions and hand signals given by crewmembers.
Do not remove this card from the aircraft.
Final assembly of this airplane was completed in Canada.

Michael Rothenberg invites his facebook friends to please post a
comment about the Gulf Oil Disaster to let me know you are here and
with me
BP CEO Tony Hayward (VIDEO): 'I'd Like My Life Back'
www.huffingtonpost.com
Think Progress caught the latest insensitive comment made by BP CEO Tony Hayward
on Sunday regarding the Gulf oil spill. After apologizing for the disaster, Hayward
manages to bring it back to himself:

Sandra Simonds II Is it useful to think of the oil spill as a “natural”
disaster insofar as the same forces/ structures from which it emerges are
causing other “natural” disasters such as global warming? (which would
naturally mean that there is nothing not “natural” about a “natural”
disaster. What is that that is not nature?
Jonathan Skinner "we've still got to make some tough decisions about
opening new offshore areas for oil and gas development in ways that
protect communities and protect coastlines. . . . we're announcing the
expansion of offshore oil and gas exploration, but in ways that balance
the need to harness domestic energy resources and the need to protect
America's natural resources." --President Barack Obama, March 31, 2010
Nigeria's agony dwarfs the Gulf oil spill. The US and Europe ignore it | World news
| The Observer
bit.ly
The Deepwater Horizon disaster caused headlines around the world, yet the people
who live in the Niger delta have had to live with environmental catastrophes for
decades

Roxanne Amico Really happy about the scent of the rain soaked
earth today. I really like that. Did I mention how happy it makes me? It
thrills me to no end. PS I love the smell of rain-soaked soil. Really, I do.
BP CEO caught on tape ordering media to get away from oil-coated beach | Raw
Story
rawstory.com
Walking along a Louisiana beach yesterday, the chief operating officer of British
Petroleum was caught on tape ordering subordinates multiple times to "get 'em out of
here," apparently referencing media personnel who were swarming the scene prior to a
press conference.

